I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications of computer gaphics involve the display ofa threedimensional solid reconstructed from a sequence of twodimensional planar contours. These contours are obtained by some electronic sensor that records data from the original threedimensional object along a finite number of parallel planes (Fig. l) . The intersection between these twodimensional parallel planes and the threedimensional object forms the contours that lie along the solid's exterior and interior surfaces. The contoun appear as line segments on the parallel planes and are either closed loops, op€n segments, or singJe points. The main purpose of a surface construction algorithm is the formation of surface patches between the contours on adjacent planes in order to approximate the original three-dimensional solid.
The problem of surface construction from two-dimensional parallel planes is characterized by mapping and triangulating pairs of planar contours into surface patches that form a display. The surface construction algorithm identifies the appropriate contours, including the specific portions ofthose contours, that should be mapped. Then connections are formed by building triangular tiles between individual line segments from one contour and a single point lrom the end ofa line segment on the other mapped contour (Fig. 2) . This tiling operation is executed for all the line segments in the identified contours.
The initial part of this paper is a brief review of previous surface construction algorithms, concentrating mainly on their capabilities and limitations [ l-6] . The remainder focuses on a new surface construction algorithm origlnally presented in [a] . This algorithm is more comprehensive in that it can handle multiple contours per plane and partial contour mappings. Nonetheless, that algorithm also does not provide a complete solution to the surface construction problem. Foltowing the discussion of that algorithm. we present a turther expanded algorithm which attempts to resolve each of that algorithm's limitations. ' This work has been supponed bv the Naval Postgraduate School Foundation Research Program. the U.S. Army Combat Developments Experimentation Center. and a grant tiom the Naval Ocean S,vsrems Center. San Diego.
f Contact author. m97-8.191 /87 $1.00 + .m PeBamon Joumals LtdTechnical Section 2. LITEMTURE REVIE}V The method for finding an approximation by triangulation of a surface defined by a set of contour lines has been the subject ofseveral articles [l-6] . Each author has addressed different aspects of the problem. However to date, no reliable algorithm has been published which can successfully handle triangulating complex surfaces in all cases. The reason for this is that insufficient information is obtained lrom the contour lines regarding the gradients associated with the surface they describe [5] . Contour lines ofan irregular surface, such as found in nature. do not lend themselves to curve fitting, or other attempts at precise mathematical descriptions [ I ] .
Our surface construction algorithm is based on the efforts of ll-2, 41. In order to fully understand the underlining problem of surface construction. a brief summary of the previous literature is presented. This summary focuses mainly on each of the algorithm's capabilities and limitations.
2,1 Previous surface construction algorithms
Fuchs' algorithm for surface construction is presented in [2] . His problem statement is the basis of all subsequent literature. The main contributions of that paper are the concise statement of the surface construction problem and a method for connecting simple. closed contours (Fig. 3) . Fuchs' algorithm contains three major limitations in dealing rvith complex surfaces. The first limitation is that his algorithm can only handle cases of simple, closed contours. with onl-v-one contour on each ofthe mapped planes. It cannot handle the more complex case ol multiple contours on adjacent planes, partial contour mappings. or open (nonclosed) contours (Fig. 4) . The problem with multiple contours on adjacent planes arises from the tact that Fuchs'algorithm does not provide the mechanics necessary to identi$' which of the contours should be mapped. The more general case tbr surtbce construction is to have multiple contours on each plane. The second limitation of Fuchs'algorithm is that it perlbrms a complete contour-to-contour triangulation betrveen adjacent contourst even in cases where a partial mapping is more appropriate. Panial tnangulation ot'contoun is most otlen representative of situatittns in rvhich we have dissimilarly sized contours. The third limi- Abstract-Many applications of computer graphics involve the display of a three-dimensional solid reconstructed from a sequence of two-dimensional planar contours. Surface construction algorithms accomplish this by mapping individual pain of contours, forming triangular surface patches. that approximate the original threedimensional solid. In this paper, we present an expanded algorithm that not only handles the mappings of multiple contours per plane and partial contour mappings, but also allows human interaction to resolve mapping problems. We include a discussion of our algorithm's limitations and the proposed solutions to those limitations. l) I lcalculated I cf the interactive ve was generated ( l5) (this imPlies r n) and then inrin monotonicitY :re the conditions rurr'a sPline -317 (tvo6). asciola, Analysis of of"Basic L-splines." rsciola, Using inter' ;cattered data. lEEf r 4(7), 43-45 ( I 984). .{onotone piecewise '. .[nal. l1(2),238-n by some Hermile tppl. 'lIath. 4, 7-9 ,ch verkopp€lte un' re interpolation. E/.
Programming. Ad' ;he solution oflarge, :lems: the tridiagonal 0 ( l 977). tation in Fuchs' algorithm is in its inability to handle open contours. This is the direct result of his algorithm's lack olgenerality. A method designed to handle the panial contour mappings is also capable of handling open contours.
ln [ ], we see an algorithm that is similar to Fuchs'. The major difference is a mechanism which allows human interaction to resolve mapping ambiguities. This mechanism allows the user to determine the relative connection points in the mapping process for highly convoluted contour cases [4] . This procedure can be quite time consuming, depending on the complexity of the data base [l] . Christiansen's algorithm has the capability of handling some simple branching. Branching normally results from a pair of contours in one plane being mapped to a single contour on an adjacent plane. (Fig. 5 ). This branching capability allows the algorithm to handle simple cases of multiple contours on adjacent planes. Christiansen accomplishes the branching capability by utilizing the following procedure:
l. Introduce a new node midway between the closest nodes on the branches. The Z coordinate ofthis node is the average of the Z coordinates of the two contour levels (planes) involved.
2. Renumber the no'des of the branches and the new nodes such that they can be considered as being one loop. (Fig. 6 ).
3. Tnangulate as usualIl]. In general. rhis algorithm introduces a new node between the t$,o planar contours. This new node is used to form singJe. connected regions that are then processed b.v the origrnal surface construction algonthm.
The problems with Christiansen's algorithm are its inability to handle open contours and its inability to handle complex cases of multiple contours on adjacent planes, except through the use ol expensive human interaction. Christiansen interestingly shuns the optimality seen b-v Fuchs as imponant by utilizing the heuristic of choosing the "shortest diagonal" in forming triangular tiles instead of minimal triangular area. As stated in his article. this heuristic is easily implemented, fast, and works well as long as the two contours/loops are mutually centered and are reasonably similar in shape and sizefl]. The process considers the next two nodes ofeach contour as candidates for triahgulation. After determining the lengths of all possible diagonals for the surface patch. nodal selection for triangulatron results lrom the surface patch exhibiting the shortest diagonal.
The algorithm proposed in [6] is basically an extension of Fuchs' and Christiansen's algorithms. This extension includes the capability to handle contour defined objects that are highly branched and have holes. Handling of multiple contours on adjacent planes is achieved by the follomng:
For branching contours where n contours in section i are connected to m contours in section i + l, the surfaces are mapped by first concatenating the section i contours into a single large contour using a minimum number of minimum distance links, similarly concatenating the section i + I contoun. then performing the one-to-one mapping between the resulting composite contours [6] . Once the concatenation process is completed. Shanu uses Fuchs' closed contour mechanism to formulate the connections between the composite contours. After the connections have been formed, any extraneous connections resulting from the concatenation process are removed. The resolution of ambiguities arising from multiple contour cases requires human interaction and similar to the Christiansen algorithm. Shantz srates that this is extremely labor intensive. Shantz cites a specific case in which a set of contours from the Livingston brain database required some eighty hours of contour splitting with an interactive cursor.
The main limitations of the Shantz algorithm are its inability to handle cases ofopen contoun and partial contour mappings. Additionally it can only handle cases of multiple contours on adjacent planes when a composite contour can be formed, or the ambiguities can be resolved by human interaction.
The algorithm described by Ganapathy [3] is a further improvement on the Fuchs' and Christiansen's methods of handling simple, closed contours. This improvement results from using a more computationally expedient heuristic for triangulations [4] . However, Ganapathy's algorithm does not include the capabilities introduced and discussed by Shantz. Instead. he simply assumes a complete mapping of paired contours, which is not always the case. The problem with the Ganapathy algorithm is that it represents a general solution for handling only simple cases of surface construction. Capabilities for handling multiple contour mappings, partial contour mappings, or human interaction are not provided. and their issues are not addressed in his presentation.
The algorithm presented in [a] is more complete than its predecessors in that it not only handles the simple cases of contour mapping, but additionally provides a more comprehensive procedure for resolving the multiple contours per plane and partial mapping problems. The only capabilities lacking lrom the Hogan algorithm are the ones tbr handling branching as de- :,i**,..*i!,
--\* 396 scribed in the Chnstiansen paper and for human interaction for the resolution of highlv ambiguous mapprngs. None of the above papers provides a complete solution to the problem of surface construction via the triangulation of conlours. What is required is an algorithm u'ith capabilities for handling multiple contours per ptane. partial contour mappings' and which supports simple cases of branching. In addition the algorithm should provide a mechanism for human interaction for the resolution of highl-v ambiguous mappings.
The surface construction algorithm we present handles the cases of simple contour mappings. multiple contours per plane, partial mappings' and in additton provides a mechanism for human interaction to deal with cases involving highly ambiguous mappings. The only capability lacking from our algorithm is the handling of branching as described in the Christiansen paper. A discussion of our algorithm follows, with a proposed solution for handling cases involving branching.
SURFACE CONSTRUCNON ALGORITHMS
In the preceding section. we presented a discussion of previous surface construction algorithms. Here, we present a detailed discussion ofour algorithm by first specif-v-ing the known input/output data structures.
Surface constnrction of an object between a set of planar contours (Fig. 7) can be reduced to constructlng the surface triangulations between two adjacent planes. The specification of the problem can be best seen by listing the known input data structures [4] From the above data. we desire to produce a set of output triangular surface patches. The patches can then be stored in a database for later geometric use and display.
Our surface construction algorithm is composed o[ several steps. We first outline those steps and then provide more detailed descriptions of their execution.
Inpttt and inventory compilation
The input and inventory compilation step consists of reading in the two-dimensional contours and extracting the data required by the algorithm. This data includes the number ofcontoun per plane. the coordinates defining these contours and the types of the contours. Additionally, twodimensional bounding boxes are computed for each contour for processing consideration in step 2.
Overlap determination and contour item mapping
In this step of the algorithm, we determine which contours on adjacent planes have significant overlap, and which contours' exteriors are near. This information is used to designate which contours should be connected via triangulations. The assignment of overlap is accomplished through the use of a value for the overlap percentage. This value is computed from the areas of the two-dimensional bounding boxes, as seen in used to give priority to contour mappings that have the highest percentage of total overlap area. In this step of the algorithm, we also perform consistency checks for each contour pair. One such consistency check is executed using the contour interior specification and the overlap percentage value. Contour interior specifications are assigned as the value of a contour with respect to its immediate interior. As such, a contour is LOW valued if it is taken from the exterior of a solid object, such as the skin of an apple. Conversely, a contour is HIGH valued i[ its immediate interior is non-solid. Using these pieces of information, we are able to eliminate contour mappings of high overlap percentage which would result in an erroneous approximation of the original three-dimensional solid.
To illustrate the application of this consistency check, let us consider the mapping example for Fig. 9 . Here we are presented with a set of contours taken lrom a solid cone standing within a hollow cone. In this case, contour I on plane I has a high overlap percentage with contour 2 on plane 2. However, since contour 2 on plane 2 is low valued with respect to its solid interior and contour I on plane' I is high valued, this mapping can be eliminated.
The contour interior specifications are also used to determine whether the mapping is interior to interior or extenor to exterior. An interior-to-interior mapplng is one which maps the intenor of one contotlr to the interior of another contour' This form of mapping is indicarive of contours taken lrom a surlace with a shallow gradient. i.e.. a surface where the mapped contours are of similar size and shape and where the conlours have significant overlap. An erterior-to-exterior mapping is one that maps the exterior of one contour to the exterior of another contour. This tbrm of map ping is indicative of contours nken from a surface with a steep gradient. i.e.. a surface where mapped contours are of dissimilar size and shape and where the contours overlap percentage is slight. Interior-to-interior mappings are more common. The exterior-to-exterior mapping is indicated lor cases of two contoun with a low percentage ofoverlap and differing interior specifications (HIGH:LOW. or vice versa).
Form coordinate mapping for mapped contour patrs
For each coordinate pair from step 2, we form a complete coordinate-to-coordinate mapping. A coordinate mapping is a tentative set of triangulation connections between the contour pairs. There are two procedures for determining this initial coordinate map ping. The procedure used is dependent on the type of mapping found for the paired contours in the previous step (interior-to-interior, or exterior-to-exterior). Additionally. both procedures try to form triangulation segments of shortest length, similar to the Christiansen aigorithm. A general statement of this selection process is that we are trying to map coordinate i of contour n, plane I to coordinateTofcontour m, plane2 such that the distance between the two coordinates is minimized. An additional qualification to this distance minimizing criterion is that coordinate connections do not cross' i.e., coordinates 3 and 4 of plane I are not mapped to coordinates 6 and 5 ofplane 2, respectively. .
Continuitv recognilion
The coordinate-to-coordinate mapping formed in step 3 is examined for continuity. Continuity, in this case, is defined as follows. First, we form continuous sets ofcoordinates from the coordinate mapping such that each coordinate ofeach set is constrained within a coordinate tolerance and within a distance range. The coordinate tolerance factor is a ratio of the number of coordinates in the larger contour divided by the number of coordinates in the smaller contour times a window value. The tolerance factor is used to group coordinates into a single set based upon their mapped coordinate number being within plus or minus tolerance ofthe last mapped coordinate added to the set. The tolerance sets formed are then compared for overlapping distance ranges. Any sets that have overlapping distance ranges are then merged. The merged set with the smallest distance in it is the set of coordinates for which connections should be generated. All other coordinates are left unconnected.
II apping cant'clld ion
Once u'e have decided to generatc the connections lbr a part of a contour. we cancel an-v-further mapplngs to that piece ofthe contour. This operation ts requtred for partial mappings in which two or more contours on one plane are to be mapped to a single contour on another plane. Also. this cancellation precludes connecting contour points which have alread}' been selected for connectton.
C onneu io,l .format i()tl
We generate the coordinates for the triangulation connections specified in srep 4. "ln between" coordinates. coordinates not directly mapped but within the tolerance factor for the connection mapping. are also added to the picture. The goal ofthe process is to form minimum area triangular surlace patches for each segment o[the mapped connection region.
Relat heuristics
In this procedure, we allow the user to input his own values lor the three heuristic values (overlap percentage minimum, boundary tolerance percentage. tolerance multiplier) utilized by our surface construction algorithm. The user has the option of changing one or all three. Once these values have been entered' the information is used in the connection process of our algorithm to produce a more correct mapping between the planar contours.
3.8 Further algorithm details 3.8.1 Input and inventory compilation. The input data to the algorithm consists of the contour descriptions for two adjacent planes of a three-dimensional solid. The purpose of this step o[ the algorithm is to segment this data into separate contour descriptions and to determine the individual characteristics ofeach contour. Fig. l0 consists oftwo adjacent planes, each having three concentric rings of similar shape and continuity. Figure l2 consists of two closed loops on each of its planes. Plane I has two small interior lobes, while plane 2 has one large surrounding contour with a small interior contour. The contour descriptions for these figures are composed of the following:
. The starting coordinate location r The total number of coordinates r The contour types r The interior values . The contours' two-dimensional bounding boxes With the exception of the interior values, all of these charaderistics are easily obtainable from the input data. The contour interior specification requires an evaluation of the data values lying along and interior to the contour (see Fig. 9 ). If these values are not contained in the input dala, a mechanism is provided to allow for user specification of contour interior values. Overlap determination and contour mapping. The overlap determination and contour mapping pro-. cedure of the surface construction algorithm is the process by which tentative contour-to-contour mapping assignmenls are made. The contour characteristics that are necessary for this procedure are the twodimensional bounding boxes and the contour interior specifications. This mapping process is the key component in the disambiguation of multiply paired contours.
The overlap determination and contour mapping procedure is accomplished in the following manner. First. the two-dimensional bounding box of each contour on plane I is compared lor overlap with the twodimensional bounding box ofeach contour on ptane 2. The coordinates that dehne these bounding boxes are the minimum and maximum Xand Icoordinates from each ofthe contour descriptions. (Additionally, these coordinates are adjusted by a constant value to promote overlap for exterior to exterior mapping situations.) From this operation, a After the overlap percentage has been computed for a contour pairing, it is used in conjunction with the interior specifications to determine the mapping t-vpe for the contour pair. An interior+o-interior mapping is indicated when a high percentage ofoverlap (gleater than l07o) exists for a pair ofcontours. A consistency check for matching interior specifications is performed for every pair of contours that exhibits this high an overlap. The consistency check requires that each contour pair have either HIGH:HIGH, LOW:LOW. Fig. l5 shows two high overlap percentages and two low overlap percentages' These data indicate that contours (1, l) and (2, l) both map interior-to-interior with contour ( l, 2). The low overlap percentages indicate that contours ( l, I ) and (2' I ) map exterior-to-exterior with contour (2, 2). 3.8.3 Fornt the coordinate mapping: interior-rc-tnlcrior. The coordinate mapping formation procedure for each coordinate pair having a non-zero overlap (in the overlap table) begins with the pair having the largest overlap percentage. All remaining steps in the surface constnrction algorithm are carried out on this pair before the next pair of contours is considered for maF ping. Mapping paired contoun is performed in a largest to smallest overlap percentage order. Since exteriorto-exterior mappings are indicated only in situations where the overlap percentage is low, they are considered for mapping only after all interior-to-interior mappings have been performed. This studv follows that ordering and completes the description of the interior-tointerior mapping process before considering the separate process necessary for exterior-to-exterior mappings ' The first operation performed on an interior-tointerior overlap pair is the determination of which contour is interior to the other. This assignment is accomplished by comparing bounding box areas for the contour pair and designating the contour as interior with the smaller area. Once the interior contour assignment has been made, the center coordinate of that contour's bounding box is computed. each coordinate of the inner contour. we determine which coordinate of the outer contour is closest to a vector drawn from the center coordinate ofthe inner contour through the coordinate of the inner contour (see Fig. l6 ). We add the qualification that the outer coordinate selected by this procedure must be farther lrom the center coordinate than the inner coordinate. Also. the outer coordinate must be on the same stde of the vector as the inner coordinate. The outer coordinates selected by this mapping process are recorded as the tentative coordinate map coordinate lbr each inner coordinate. We also record the two-dimensional distance from each inner coordinate to its tentatively mapped outer coordinate. The resulting data structure contains the mapped outer coordinates with the distance to the inner coordinate to which it is mapped. The tentative connection map for Fig. l0 is very good. Due to the similaritv in size and shape of the mapped contour pairs. there is very little variation in the mapped distance values and the coordinates selected for mapping appear sequential. On the other hand. it can be seen in Fig. 17 that large variations in distance values result from this tentative mapping process. and mapped outer coordinates appear with large gaps in the sequencing. This is due to the dissimilarity of the contour pair: the inner contour is relatively simple and much smaller than the convoluted outer contour. The procedure used to delineate a correct mapping tiom this tentative mapping is described below.
3.8.3.1 Coordinate mappmg: continuit!' recognition. The continuity recognition procedure uses the tentative connection map and associated distances for a pair of contours to determine the set of coordinate mappings that should be made for that pair' In the previous step of the algorithm. we produced the tentattve connectron map tbr all of the coordinates of the inner contour. This provides a rough approximation ofthe final map ping, but it must be noted that all of the inner coordinates may not necessarily be involved in the final mapping for that pair. The continuity recognition procedure builds sets ofcoordinate mappings that are both continuous and of similar mapped distance range. These continuity sets are then used to determine the coordinate sequences that should comprise the final connection mapping.
The first step in this procedure is to assign each coordinate pairing o[the tentative connection map to an initial continuity set. This is accomplished by stepping through the coordinates of the inner contour in sequence and comparing each coordinate's mapped outer coordinate to the last coordinate added to the last created continuity set. If that coordinate is within a tolerance factor ofthe last coordinate added, it is added to that set. If the coordinate in question is not within tolerance, a new set is created with that coordinate mapping as its start. The tolerance factor used is a ratio of the number of coordinates in the outer contour divided by the number of coordinates in the inner contour times a window value. (The window value is discussed below.)
To illustrate this continuity set assignment, let us refer to the example in Fig. 17 . Here, the tolerance factor is 10, and the last coordinate considered was inner coordinate number 24. The next coordinate considered is coordinate 25, which is mapped to outer coordinate 53. This coordinate is within the tolerance factor of l0 and is added to the last created continuity s€t. Inner coordinate number 26 is mapped to outer coordinate 69. This outer coordinate is well outside of tolerance with the last coordinate added, and therefore, a new continuity set is created with this coordinate mapping as its start. 
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The initial step of the continuity recognition process is a last method for aggregating coordinate map palrs. In addition to building the initial continuity sets for the tentative mapping, we keep track of the minimum and maximum mapped distances lor each continuity set. These values are used lor merging continuity sets in the next step of the Process.
The initial sets generated for Figs' l0 and 12 are of particular interest. This step of the continuity procedure placed all of the tentative mappings for the coordinate mappine pairs for Fig. 10 into a singie set. This can be attributed once again to the contours' similar shapes and sizes. On the other hand. coordinate mapping pairs for the mapping (1, l)-(1, 2) of Fig. l2 resulted in 5 initial continuity sets with varying distance ranges (Fig. t8) .
Once the initial continuity sets have been created for a contour pairing, we merge any sets that have overlapping mapped distance ranges. This mergng process reduces the total number of sets and further aggregates the coordinate pair mappings to sets with coordinate number continuity and distance range similarity. In reference to our examples, no continuity set merge was required lor Fig. l0 due to its singular initial continuity set. Figure 18 shows the initial sets with distance ranges and the merged sets with distance ranges for the contour pairing ( l. I )-( I, 2) of Fig. I 2. It is shown that the 5 initial continuity sets have been merged into 3 sets of nonoverlapping distance range.
After we have merged continuity sets. we need to determine which of those sets of coordinates mappings is the one that should be used for connection formation. The choice is clearly the set with the smallest distance range. With this decision. we validate all coordinate pairings that are members of this smallest distance set, and cancel all other coordinate pairings for that set of conlours. 3.8.3.2 Coordinate mapping: mapping cancellationThe validated coordinate connection map for the contour pair has significance beyond indicating which coordinates need to have connection segments generated. It also indicates "filled" connection positions. By "filled" we mean that once we have formed connections to a coordinate segment of a contour' that segment should not be reused for any further mapping that occurs for the two current, adjacent planes. This mapping is both checked and recorded at this stage of the algorithm. Mapping cancellation examines the coordinate mappings for which a validated mapping has been assigned. If either of the two coordinates, inner or outer, has been assigned to a higher priority mapping for this pair of planes, then that mapping is cancelled' Once these connections have been struck from the connection map, all remaining validated connections are recorded as filled.
An additional part ofthis cancellation process concerns whether the mapping of either contour resulted in all coordinates defining that contour being included in the mapping. In that case, all other possible pairings with the completely mapped contour are cancelled. This is accomplished by zeroing the overlap on that contour's row or column of the overlap table.
3.8.3.3 Coordinate mappinS: connection formation. When the above steps have been completed for a pair of contours, the remaining process of generating the appropriate line segments is relatively simple. The final coordinate mapping for the inner contour is examined for continuous segments of validated connections. When a continuous segment is defined. the begnning and ending coordinates of that segment (for both the inner and outer contours) are used as boundary pointers for connection formation. The coordinates in between those pointers are stepped through on€ at a time by a process whose purpose isto generate the minimum area triangular surlace patch, as defined in our introduction. The surface patch is formed by using a line segment from one contour as the triangle's base, and a coordinate from the other contour for the triangle's third point. The minimum area selection is accomplished by a procedure that chooses the next line segment between the contours that is both the shortest and within the mapping specified for the two contours. This is identical to the heuristic used by Christensen in [ ]. Differing coordinate rates between the two contours are taken care of by using the coordinate ratio ([rom the continuity tolerance factor) between the contours. This ratio allows the process to generate several line segments emanating from a single coordinate where there is a coordinate rate differential between two mapped contours. The lines generated by this procedure for Figs. l0 and 12 are shown in Figs. I I and I 3, respectively.
3.8.4 Form the coordinate mapping: exterior-b-ex' terior. We begin the exterior to exterior mapping process at the same point o[ the algorithm where we departed in the description of the interior-to-intenor mapping process. In keeping with our ordering criteria for mapping contour pairs, we examine the contour pair requiring an exterior-to-exterior mapping which has the highest overlap percentage in the overlap table' All remaining steps of the algorithm are carried out on this pair before the next pair ofexterior-to-exterior contours, in largest to smallest overlap area, is considered.
In Fig. 19 , we are presented with an enlarged view ofthe bounding trox overlap area o[the contour pairing ( l, I )-(2, 2) of Fig. I 2. This area ol overlap contains all ofthe coordinates from both contours that are involved in the connection mapping. The first operation performed on an exterior-to-exterior mapped overlap pair is the determination of the set of coordinates in both contours that is within the overlap area' The contour with the smaller number of coordinates in the overlap area is used in the formation of a connection mapping between the contour with the larger number of coordinates in the overlap area. The basis tbr this connection map is the determination for each coordinate (in the smaller coordinate set contour) of the coordinate in the other contour coordinate set that is the shortest distance away. This determination is a simpler version of the distance minimizing process tbr connection set assignment of interior-to-interior mappings. The product of this process is the connection map for the pair of contours. The use of continuity sets is not necessary for exterior-to-exterior mappings due to the relatively smali number of coordinates which comprise the connection set. Once we have generated this connection set. we use the same mapping cancellation and conneclion for' mation procedures as descnbed for the intenor-to-interior mappings. The connection formation procedure again uses the connection set mapping to trnd continuous segments of validated coordinate asslgnments' The continuous segment thus dehned is used to form triangular surface patches for all line segments and coordinates within that segment. The final conneclion formation for the exterior-to-exterior mappings. ( l. I )-(2. 2) and(2. l)-(2, 2) of Fig. 1l is shorvn in Fig' l3' 3.8.5 Relar heuristics. The purpose of the relax heuristics procedure is to allow the user the option to adjust the three heuristic values used bv-the surtace construction algorithm. By adjusting these values. connections between contour pairs that might otherrvise be disregarded can be possibll coerced.
The trrst heuristic value is the overlap pcrcentage minimum.
Step trvo ot'the algorithm dctermines the percentage of overlap between contours on adjacent planes. These percentag,es Jrc uscd as u consistenc-"-check lor matching interior specifications' We apply our overlap prrrcentage heuristic in the final phase of this pairing procedure. Contour pairs having an overlap percentage minimum. with matching interior specifications. are mapped interior-to-interior. Contour patrs having nonzero percentages below the minimum' with nonmatching interior specifications. are mapped exterior-to-exterior. All other contour pairs are disregarded.
The value that is preset in our algorithm for the overlap percentage minimum is ten percent' This value' through experimentation, results in the greatest number of correct contour pairings. However. some contour pairs which should be mapped are disregarded because of this selection for the overlap percentage minimum' Figure 20 is an example of such a situation' ln that figure. we have a pair of contours r+'ith matching interior specifications (HIGH:HIGH). and in additron having an overlap percentage ofless than ten percent' By our preset overlap percentage minimum value' this contour pair is not considered for mapping and rematns unconnected. But by allowing the user to adjust the overlap percentage minimum tbr an occurrence such as seen in Fig. 20 . an appropriate connection can he generated.
The second heuristic value is the boundary tolerance percentage. In the initial two steps of our algorithm we determine the contour item two-dimensional bounding box values and then use them lor overlap determination. Instead of creating the bounding box liom the minimum and maximum '{ and l'coordinates. we adjust the bounding box values by a percentage in order to promote mappings' lf onN' the minimum and maximum .Y and l'coordinates *ere used to descnbe bounding boxes. situattons such as seen in Fig. 2l would go unconnected' ln that case' we see a bounding box created from the minimum and maximum .\-and l'coordinates. This results in a zero t _ 406 percentage overlap. and no conneitions are generated. This is an unsatisfa.,iory situation since the contours should be mapped. By allowing the user to adjust this heuristic value, opportunities are now available for user intervention to handle mapping situations that would otherwise be neglected by our algorithm.
The last heuristic value is the tolerance multiplier. When handling an interior-to-interior mapping, the algorithm utilizes a tolerance factor for the determinarion of the initial continuity set assignments. This tolerance factor is based on a ratio of the number of coordinates in the outer contour divided by the number of coordinates in the inner contour times a window value. The window value is a constant value used for M. J. Zyoe et al Again, by allowing the user to adjust this heuristic value. we provide opportunities to handle mapping cases that might otherwise not be included by our preset value. 3.8.6 User inleraction. The purpose of user interaction is to allow the identification and mapping of contours that pose a problem for our surface construction algorithm. With this process, the user can remove contours that produce valid connections. The user can then concentrate his efforts on the contours that produce invalid results. After the problem contours are identified and selected by the user, they can be reprocessed by our algorithm. The user can then save the data with the special cases marked for later complete surface regeneration. 3.8.7 Algoruhm details summarj). We have presented an outline and discussion ofour algorithm for surface construction. Particular attention has been devoted to the strengths of our algorithm, specifically its capabilities for handling multiple contours per plane, partial contour mappings, and heuristic relaxatron. This algorithm has proved to outperform all previous algorithms in surface construction via the triangulation of contours. In addition, with the incorporation of the user interaction procedure and the heuristic relaxation procedure, our algorithm can solve mapping situations that would otherwise be neglected. Although we have provided more capabilities for our surface construction algorithm, we still have some limitations. 4 . ALGORTTHM LI}IITATIONS The first mapping situation our algorithm cannot handle involves simple branching of one contour on one plane to two or more contours on an adjacent plane (Fig. 5 ). When presented with this case, our algorithm produces an incomplete contour mapping because of missing data. Our suggested solution to this problem is based on a concept described in the Christiansen paper [l] . A procedure could be created to introduce a new node between the closest nodes of the branches. The Zcoordinate ofthe new node would be the average of the Z coordinates of the two contour levels involved. Once the new node is in place. triangulating as usual will produce the desired contour mappings (Fig. 6) .
The next algorithm limitation occurs in situations where highly convoluted contours, with extreme narrowings, are mapped interior-to-interior. The problem with this mapping situation comes from our algorithm's interior-to-interior dependence on the overlap region bounding box's center coordinate for the tentative coordinate mapping. Forthe section ofthe contour near the coordinate center, where the center coordinate is central, the tentative coordinate mappings are fairly good. However, for the section of the contour on the other side of the narrowing, where the center coordinate is no longer central, the tentative coordinate mapping is erroneous. The limitation comes when the tentative mapping is so bad that the continuity recognition procedure fails. This causes the contours to be incorrectly left unconnected [4] .
Our solution to this situation is relatively simple and within the scope of our algorithm. Segmenting the convoluted contour at the extreme narrowings allows treatment of each open segment of the convoluted contour as a separate entity. By utilizing our existing algonthm, we can produce new centers for these sep arate contours and thereby generate coordinate mappings. These mappings will result in a better approximation of the original object. To incorporate this capability into our present algorithm would only require a means for partitioning the convoluted contour. This partitioning method can be achieved either through user intervention or through some automatic mechanism.
The next algorithm limitation also deals with interior-to-interior contour mapping situations. In cases where sections of a contour are closely parallel with the connection vector drawn from the center coordinate of the inner contour, erroneous mappings are produced (Fig. 22) . Appropriate connections are generated for segments of the outer contour which are nearly perpendicular to the tentative connection vecror; however, the tentative connections start to falter as the contour segment nears parallel with the connection vector. The same solution recommended for handling highly convoluted contours with extreme narrowings The final limitation of the algorithm concerns an interior-to-interior mapping in which the inner contour is not contained in the outer contour' This situation is indicative of contour data taken lrom a toroidal object. The limitation of our algorithm in this case is taused by using a tentative connection vector originating from the center ofthe inner contour' Since the two contours are not mutually centered, the displacement between the two center coordinates results in only generating mappings for that section of the outer contour which is on the same side of the tentative connection vector (Fig. 23) . This end result is a partial mapping of the two contours when they should be totally connected.
Our suggested solution to this mapping problem is again based on a concept described in the Christiansen paper[ 1]. For this situation, Christiansen recommends " u"nstution procedure onto a unit square' centered at (0, 0). The idea behind this procedure is to translate the two contours in such a way that they become mutually centered within the unit square. Once translated, our interior-to-interior algorithm would produce the desired tentative mappings for the contours' original coordinates. This procedure would then allow the ap propriate connections to be formed in the final step of our surface connection algorithm.
It has been our purpose in this chapter to discuss the limitations of our surface construction algorithm and provide our suggested solutions. We contend that our algorithm resolves the multiple contours per plane and partial mapping problems' Additionally. with the added features of user interaction and heuristic relaxation, our algorithm can handle mapping situations that would otherwise be neglected. However. we must concede that our algorithm is not a total solution to the surface construction from planar contour data problem.
---\q
CONCLUSION
It has been our purpose in this paper to present an expanded algorithm for the surface construction of a three-dimensional object from a set of its planar contours. The main thrust of this paper has been devoted to the capabilities of our surface construction algorithm. Specifically, our algorithm's ability to handle multiple contours per plane and partial contour maP ping problems as well as user interaction and heuristic relaxation have been presented. Additionally. we have identified the limitadons of our algorithm and discussed our proposed solutions for these problems'
Although we have expanded our algorithm beyond what was presented in [4] , we still have not provided a complete solution to the contour mapping problem' Further work is needed to resolve the limitations of our surface construction algorithm. It is probable that the corrections of the limitations identified will not yield a complete solution to the contour mapping problem. However, their rectifrcation will greatly enhance our algorithm's capability for handling surface reconstruction from planar contours. 
